Steve is so creative with his photography and that uniqueness is very evident in his work. If you are
needing anything done from newborn photos to family portraits KayMag is the place you need to go!!
He’s amazing…. Tina.
Steve Thompson is an awesome photographer and makes everyone feel at ease so the photos look
natural and not forced. We love every photo he took for us and very thankful that we don't have to
choose just one!.... Lori.
Thank you, Steve, for the beautiful pictures of my grandbabies. You do amazing work!... Tyler.
Steve will do whatever it takes to get the perfect shot. He is very patient and very creative. Excellent
work!.... Rita.
Amazing photographer!!!! Steve knows how to make it fun and simple whether you are young or old!!
I can’t recommend KayMag Photography enough!!.... Kathleen.
Steve took his time and made the photo shoot really fun! He got some genuine smiles and laughs!!
Really captured my daughter’s personality. Loved the pictures, not sure how I’ll decide what ones to
frame for the walls…… Brandy.
We've had 2 sessions with KayMag and couldn't be happier! He's phenomenal with young kids!...
Andrea.
We came to KayMag for our cheerleading and basketball photos for Rose Hill Christian school and
couldn't have been more thrilled with Steve Thompson! What an awesome man and photographer! I
would recommend KayMag a thousand times over!.... Casey.
We had a wonderful time capturing our daughter's Senior year with Steve's help! Today was a
memory we will treasure forever! Thank you KayMag…. Joanna.
He did AYBL pictures, and they look so great. I was so impressed with the way they turned out!
Would absolutely use him for pictures again!... Micaela.
Steve is awesome! He takes great photos and makes the session fun! Had a lot of laughs and got
some really great pictures!! All around great guy! Highly recommend!!.... Lisa.
Steve makes such a great connection with the folks he is photographing that they are always
comfortable! He has a gifted eye which always produces a beautiful photograph!.... Cindy.
First time going to him for our Christmas mini session with our large family & he went above and
beyond for us. He was not only very outgoing, but done great with all the kids on getting them to
smile and that means so much. We will definitely be back to him again!!.... Jenna.
Steve Thompson 2nd to none. Does excellent work… Tom.

We love Steve! He was amazing with newborn pics (even with a blowout on a white blanket
so good with 1st bday pics too!. Kristen

) and

Absolutely the BEST experience I've ever had with a photographer!!!... Kyra.
We had an absolute blast shooting with them, and the pictures looked perfect! Recommend to
everyone!.... Ali.
Steve did an awesome job with our 6th grade girls basketball team. The girls loved that he made
them look and feel like superstars in their pictures! We were blown away!!.... Tonia.
Steve is the best!! Always captures the true personalities of my kiddos. I recommend highly. Great
guy and a great family…. Kim.
I love KayMag and will only use him for my future photography needs!!! Steve is super nice and has
a great eye for what he does!!.... Becca.
Always amazes me with his beautiful magic! We have loved all of the photos that have been done
for us! Thank you!..... Desirée.
Steve Thompson is an amazing photographer. He blended during our daughters wedding, and
became part of our family.. He knew exactly how to capture the emotions of all the attendees. Highly
recommended:)…. Kris.
I highly recommend choosing KayMag Photography to capture your memories with unique quality.
Thanks so much Kaymag!.... Tianne.
Can do no better than this awesome fella photographer! Our child will do anything he asks and he
has a wonderfully creative eye!!!...... Amanda.
Steve you did an outstanding job!!! I love these pics!!! Brought tears to my eyes on many..lol. Thank
you so much!.... Erin.

